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Popular Searches Linked Search Mbox file viewing Mbox 2 Image is not available forColour: About this item.Compatible with X96, X96 Mini, MX (Amlogic S805 s S905x), MX's Pro 4K, T95M, T95N, T95X, M8N, M8C, M8S, M8S Plus, M10, M12, MBOX Android Box. Don't use on other TV model boxes even the same design. Not working
for the M8S Plus, mini MX' TV box. Note: If you use on the MX' TV Box, the chipset should be the Amlogic S805 or S905 or S905X, not compatible with other MX boxes such as RK3368, S812, etc. chipset. Low energy consumption, energy-efficient and environmentally friendly. High quality remote control, 100% test before shipping. Work
right after you insert into the battery, no need to program. Lightweight and portable - 1.57 ounces and 5.51 1.70 0.20 inches. See more information about the product. Please note: 1. This remote only works for X96, X96 Mini, MX S805 and S905), MX-Pro 4K, T95M, T95N, T95X, M8N, M8C, M8S, M8S Also M10, M12, MBOX Android
BOX, it can't be compatible with other TV boxes. 2. Our remote control is easy to use, just place the battery in the battery container, then it will work for you. 3. There is no user manual, please contact us via Message, if any issues we resolve your problem as soon as possible. 4. Remote control can also be used to control the TV, please
please do the following: a) Place the TV remote control and remote control in a straight line, head-to-head b) Press the same button at the same time in pairs (only 5 buttons can be used for a couple, please refer to TV CONTROL on the product) such as VOLS, VOL- c) Then our remote control can be used instead of the TV Control With
MX , MHZ PRO, MHZ-4K, MBOX, X96, X96 Mini, H96, H96 PROH, M8, M8C, M8N, M9C, M10, T95M, T95N, T95X, MX9 Amlogic S805 and S905 Android TV Box (Do not use on H96 Plus or other TV Box models). With fuction training, you can easily pair this TV box remote control for the TV remote control using programming, and then
you can use this smart TV remote control to control the TV on and off, volume, volume, etc. high-quality remote control with technical support on the phone. Low energy consumption, energy-efficient and environmentally friendly. You need to prepare 2 AAA batteries (excluded from the package). Note: Material: PC Dimensions: 15cm X
5cm X 2.5cm (L x W x H) Compatible with X96, X96 Mini, H96, H96 PROS, MX, MX-PRO, M8, M8C, M8N, M9C, M10, T95M, T95N, T95X, MX9 Amlogic S805 and S905 Android Box (Don't use on H96 Plus or other TV Box models). Colour: Black Weight: 45g Please note: You need to prepare 2 AAA batteries (excluded in the package)
package) mbox android tv box remote app
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